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Module 5 
I’m Too Sexy: Dealing With Sexual Attention

Tapping Script: 
I’ll Receive More Attention 

If I Lose Weight

As with any tapping script, use this simply as a guide. We encourage you to tweak these 

words to best fit your sexual orientation. Men, women, people—use the words that work best 

for you.

Step 1: The truth statement

Read the following statement aloud and rate how true it is for you on a scale from 0–10:

I’ll get more attention from men/women if I lose weight.

Step 2: The set-up phrase

Read aloud three times while tapping on side of the hand:

Even though I’ll get more attention from men/women if I lose weight, 

I love and accept myself.

Step 3: The script

Read the following phrases aloud while tapping through the points, moving to a new point 

with each new phrase:                  

                       

Even though I’m afraid to be slim because I’ll get more attention from men, I completely and 

deeply love and accept myself...

Even though I’m nervous to be slim because men will give me uncomfortable attention, I 

completely and deeply love and accept myself...

Even though it feels safer to carry extra weight so men don’t pay as much attention to me, I 

completely and deeply love and accept myself...

I want to lose this weight but I’m afraid...

I want to be slim, but it’s going to cause problems...
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It’s going to make me uncomfortable...It makes me nervous thinking about it...

Imagining men paying attention to me...Talking to me more...Wanting me...

Wanting to sleep with me...Wanting things from me...It makes me nervous...

I feel uncomfortable thinking about it...Knowing what’s going to happen...

Imagining a man talking to me...Imagining a man wanting things from me...

Imagining the pressure...Yuck...I don’t like that...That makes me really uncomfortable...

In some ways it’s easier to keep this weight on...So that they don’t want me as much...

So that I’m not as noticeable...I like being invisible to men...

I like having this protection...And it makes sense...

It can be scary being targeted by men...They can be so persistent...

And overwhelming...And wanting...And it’s hard to stop that...To feel comfortable with that...

It reminds me of ______________ (make a note of any past experiences that come to mind, even 

if they aren’t exactly the same situation, and then tap on them individually)

Those times were tough...And very uncomfortable...Maybe even threatening...

I felt unsafe...I promise myself to explore those experiences and see if there is way I can tap 

and release their hold on me...

But I also hate rejecting men...I hate saying “no”...It must make them feel bad...

Having to be rejected so many times by women...I wouldn’t like that...

And I hate adding to their pain...

So no wonder it’s a little easier keeping this weight on...

So I don’t have those uncomfortable situations...

And I don’t have to reject men as much...It makes sense...

That my body has subconsciously been making it easier on me...Helping me...

Protecting me...That’s pretty amazing...It did that without even being asked...

My body so wants to give me what I want...

And if I don’t want to have those experiences with men, it did what it could to protect me...I 

thank and honor my body for that...For trying so hard...

Even while I was frustrated with it, it was just trying to help me...Trying to protect me...

I thank my body for that...For working so hard for me despite my rejection of it...

Despite my negative attitude...It just shows how much it supports me...

And I honor it for that...And I love it...And I thank it...

There’s definitely a message here for me from my body...

Tapping Script: 
I’ll Receive More Attention 

If I Lose Weight
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It’s showing me how important this fear of attention from men is to me...

How big of a deal it is to me...And that’s there’s definitely some work here for me...

A message to find a way to be comfortable with that...

A way to be comfortable with attention from men, and also honoring and respecting my right 

to say “no” to them...To own my power...

To understand that they are approaching me knowing that it is likely I’ll say “no”...

That they are ready for a “no”...That they have learned to accept this all their life...

And it’s my right as a woman to say “no”...

It’s their right to ask and my right to say ‘“no” if I want...

I think I can find a way to be comfortable with that...

I give myself permission to be OK with that...

I give myself permission to say “no” when I want to...To own my power to say “no”...

And feel comfortable...It doesn’t have to be my favorite thing...

But I give myself permission to be able to do what I need to do...

And release this need for weight as a protection...

I give myself permission to grow into that...Because the truth is...

That there is a lot of upside to this...To learning this skill...

I could enjoy my life more...And enjoy my body more...

If I could release this need for this weight...I could do the things I want to do...

I could really get out there and enjoy...

I might even come to find the attention from men fun...

It doesn’t mean I have to say “yes”...

But I could view it as a recognition of my attractive energy...Of my enjoyment of life...

Of my joie de vivre...And I bet I would attract other people into my life...

People who I want in it...People who also enjoy their lives...And are supportive...

And I could enjoy attracting in those people...In creating this life that I crave...

I am open to becoming comfortable with attention from men...

And tapping on past uncomfortable experiences that I thought proved attention was bad...

And releasing that...And seeing the positive energy behind the attention...

And focusing on that...I can see that would help me...

And I am excited to go on this journey...And feel comfortable with that attention...

And release the need for this weight protection...
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Step 4: Truth statement

Read the following statement aloud and re-rate how true it is for you on a scale from 0– 10:

I’ll get more attention from men/women if I lose weight.

If the statement is still true to you at any level, return to step 2 and repeat.

Note: While you can release the belief about receiving more sexual attention, you will probably 

need to do some additional tapping on the state of your relationship (if you’re in one) or 

perhaps other beliefs you may be holding around sex. 
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